Welcome!
Young Leaders activities
2011/2012
International meetings ...
Cesenatico - 22\textsuperscript{nd} to 27\textsuperscript{th} of November 2011
Cesenatico - 22\textsuperscript{nd} to 27\textsuperscript{th} of November 2011

- Promotion of a shared responsibility;
- Give to young people a place to share their ideas and make proposals;
- Improve the Young people's skills and knowledges;
- Raise the young people's awareness to the importance of Sport for All;
- ....
- Working times within small working groups (animated by themselves);

- 3 main topics born from their work:
  - Sport at school
  - Young leaders within sport organisations
  - Communication

- Presentation in front of some representatives from EU, municipality, participating organisations;

- Debates with adults concerning their proposals;
Next step ...

European Conference - 24th of April 2012

- Strengthen the network between organisations that promote sports, cultural, social and social tourism activities;
- Participation of many organisations from a different field that pointed out common challenges for all citizens (access for all to tourism, sport, culture, vacations, welfare, etc.);
- Organisations sharing same goals that emancipate people
Evaluation and proposals

• Meeting that gives an identity to CSIT Youth and empower young people to develop their skills and knowledges

• Create new CSIT international projects for young people (Europe and outside)

• Check EU subsidies and organisations auto-financing (e.g. Senior training in Austria)

• YLWG members as a crew to support, help and contribute to their implementations
Let's Move ...

- First project born during the first international meeting held in Albena on June 2010;
- Main need: know more about us, our differences and common points, and strengthen the feeling to belong to the same CSIT family;
Evaluation and proposals

• CSIT approved the usefulness of this project for them, young people, and new members;
• After several reminders, we received only few answers
• Ask informations directly during the annual CSIT meeting
• A folder per CSIT members to present historically their links to CSIT;
Results of the Young Leaders Conference 2012
World Sport Games
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Thank you!